Abstract
Introduction

43"
Genomic introgressions from two extinct hominin species that used to reside on the 44" Eurasian continent, namely Neanderthal and Denisovan, were detected in modern non-45"
Africans , Reich et al. 2010 . Neanderthals were found to have admixed 46"
with the ancestors of all non-Africans. Denisovan introgressions, in contrast, were mostly 47" found in PNG and Australians (Reich et al. 2011) .
48"
Despite the relatively low proportion, archaic hominin introgressions in non-Africans 49"
were found of great evolutionary importance. Neanderthal and Denisovan introgressions 50"
were found at immunity genes STAT2, OAS gene clusters, and HLA Class I genes (Abi-51" Rached et al. 2011 , Mendez et al. 2012a , 2012b . Neanderthal introgression encompassing 52"
HYAL2, a gene related to the response to UV-B irradiation, was found at high frequency 53"
and under positive selection in East Asians (Ding et al. 2014a) . Neanderthal introgression 54"
at the skin color gene MC1R was found to have introduced a functional missense allele 55" V92M into the gene pool of anatomically modern human (AMH, Ding et al. 2014b) . These 56" studies suggest that archaic hominin introgressions might help modern non-Africans in 57" local adaptation.
58"
In addition, two previous studies have proposed methods in identifying Neanderthal 59"
introgressions in Eurasians at genome-wide scale (Sankararaman et al. 2014, Vernot and 60" Akey 2014) . These methods are based on the high divergence between Neanderthal 61" introgressions and Africans, as well as the recent introgression time. The method proposed 62"
by Plagnol and Wall (2006) , further extended by Vernot and Akey (2014) , is based on 63"
high LD between variants absent from Africans. The method proposed by Sankararaman 64" et al. (2014) is based on derived alleles that are consistent with Neanderthal but absent 65" from Africans. They (Sankararaman et al. 2014, Vernot and Akey 2014) subsequently 66" analyzed evolutionary importance of Neanderthal introgressions. To date, however, no 67" study has focused on analyzing evolutionary importance of Denisovan introgressions in 68" PNG and Australians.
69"
One major issue in studying archaic hominin introgressions in AMH is to confidently 70" demonstrate archaic origin of the identified introgressions. Improperly handling this issue 71" could introduce false positives (Ding et al. 2014c ). To address this issue, a previous study 72" and (3) length of the segments are consistent with an introgression time after 550 KYA 148" (i.e., genetic length > 0.01089 cM).
149"
We then employed our method to the simulated non-African sequences, and evaluated 150" the performance of our method. Detection power is defined as the proportion of the simulated 151" archaic introgressions that were detected by the two-phase method, and false positive 152" rate is defined as the proportion of the segments identified by the two-phase method that 153"
are not simulated archaic introgressions. We repeated the simulation for 1,000 times to 154" evaluate detection power and false positive rate.
155"
In the first phase of our method, there is an adjustable parameter named penalty value 156" (λ). To obtain an optimized λ, we calculated detection power and false positive rate of 157" our method using different λ values. Detection power reached maximum of 79.74% at 158" λ=14, with false positive rate of 2.44% (Table 1, Supplemental Table 2 ). Therefore, in the 159"
following analyses on PNG and Australians, we set penalty value λ=14.
160"
As aforementioned, we assume segments with higher E-allele rate identified by the first 161"
phase are more likely of archaic origin, and these segments will be subjected to filtering 162" by the second phase. To provide support for this assumption, we hereby allow all segments 163" identified by the first phase to enter the second phase, and re-calculated detection power 164"
and false positive rate (Supplemental Table 2 ). It was observed that the false positive rate 165" rises, while maintaining similar detection power, which is in support of our assumption. 166"
167"
Detecting Denisovan Introgressions in PNG and Australian Genomes 168"
We applied the two-phase method to the sixteen PNG genomes and the four Australian 169" genomes in the Simons Genome Diversity Project dataset with λ=14 where the detection 170" power reached maximum in simulation. We identified 1.34 Gb of Denisovan introgressive 171" haplotypes. We estimated that PNG and Australians carry 1.42±0.04% more Denisovan 172" ancestry than Chinese Han in Beijing (CHB). This estimation is consistent with Meyer et 173" al. (2012) , which estimated that Papuan carry 2.0±0.9% more Denisovan ancestry than 174"
Han Chinese. We also replicated the findings in Mendez et al. (2012b) with reports in Mendez et al. (2012b) and Prüfer et al. (2014) Denisovan origin for rs117911431-T, we first reconstructed a phylogenetic tree for PNG 199"
and Australian haplotypes, along with Denisovan, Neanderthal, African, and chimpanzee 200" haplotypes ( Fig. 2A) . It was observed that all haplotypes carrying the rs117911431-T 201" coalesced with Denisovan first, before joining the rest of haplotypes that do not carry this 202" allele. Second, the haplotypes carrying the rs117911431-T diverged with Denisovan at 203" 153.49 KYA, which postdates the divergence time between Denisovan and AMH (550 204" KYA). Third, the haplotypes carrying the rs117911431-T are 0.13 cM long, and therefore 205" the incomplete lineage sorting model could be rejected (p<2.98×10 -16 ). In summary, all 206" 9 haplotypes that carry the rs117911431-T satisfy the three stringent criteria, and thus the 207" rs117911431-T is considered as a DIA.
208"
In total, 38,877 alleles passed the aforementioned filtering process, and were thus 209" We investigated whether the DIRs were under positive selection using the integrated 221" haplotype score (iHS) test (Voight et al. 2006) . Since the iHS is most effective in detecting 222" positive selections with the frequency of selected sites ≥ 20%, we excluded DIRs with the 223" frequency of the tag DIAs < 20% from the analysis for positive selection. Further, false 224" positive rate of the iHS is not likely be elevated by archaic hominin introgression (unpublished 225" results).
226"
We first computed the standardized iHS for SNPs with minor allele frequency ≥ 5% in 227" the twenty PNG and Australian genomes using the Whole-Genome Homozygosity Analysis 228"
and Mapping Machina (Voight et al. 2006) . For each DIR, the Denisovan introgression in 229" the DIR will be considered as under positive selection if more than one (not including one) 230" of the SNPs in strong LD (r 2 ≥0.80) with the tag DIA has standardized |iHS|≥2.00, since 231" extreme iHS values (i.e., |iHS|≥2.00) caused by positive selection are usually in strong LD 232" (Voight et al. 2006) . We intend to reduce false positive by not including those regions with 233" only one extreme iHS value. We further applied the Extended Haplotype Homozygosity 234" (EHH) test (Sabeti et al. 2002) and drew haplotype bifurcation graph (Gautier and Vitalis, 235" 2012) be under positive selection. This conclusion was further supported by EHH (Fig. 2B) and 243" haplotype bifurcation graphs (Fig. 2C) [melanocyte]), and immunity (STK39 and ZNF639). Positive selection on the DIRs harboring 253" these genes may suggest that Denisovan introgressions at these genes are adaptive in 254" PNG and Australians. 255"
256"
One hundred and twenty-one DIAs are Missense Alleles 257"
Besides positive selection, we are also interested in missense DIAs, since missense 258" alleles are more likely to be functional. We obtained annotation for all 38,877 DIAs from 259" the Variant Effect Predictor of the Ensembl Genome Browser (Flicek et al. 2014 
ERBB2, HPR, HP, CTBP1, PSG3, CHMP4C, VTN, SARM1, and GBP6).
273"
In summary, we reported that Denisovan introgressions introduced 121 missense alleles 274"
into PNG and Australians, and further suggest that the 121 missense DIAs are located in 275" evolutionarily important genes. 276"
277"
Discussion
278"
In this study, we proposed a two-phase method in identifying Denisovan introgression in 279" PNG and Australians. We then evaluated the performance of this method by simulations.
280"
This two-phase method could effectively detect Denisovan introgressions (detection power 281" = 79.74%), while maintaining a low false positive rate (2.44%). We applied this two-phase 282" method to twenty PNG and Australian genomes, and identified ~ 1.34 Gb of Denisovan 283" introgressive haplotypes. We further found that Denisovan introgressions in 78 DIRs were 284" under positive selection, and 121 DIAs are missense alleles. In addition, genes located in 285" the 78 positively selected DIRs and harboring the 121 missense DIAs are of evolutionary 286"
importance. Taken together, the above findings suggest that Denisovan introgressions are 287" evolutionarily important, and may play an important role in the evolution and local adaptation 288" of PNG and Australians. 289"
290"
Control for False Positives 291"
In this study, we proposed a new method to identify Denisovan introgressions in non-292" African genomes. In this method, we carefully controlled for false positives by implementing 293" a three-step filtering process (Ding et al. 2014b ) after the identification process.
294"
In the first (i.e., identification) phase of the two-phase method in identifying Denisovan 295" introgressions, we identified candidates of Denisovan introgressive haplotypes based on 296" their high divergence with Africans. However, some non-African haplotypes that are not 297" of Denisovan origin may also have high divergence with Africans, such as haplotypes from 298" incomplete lineage sorting (ancient population structure), background selection, and GC-299" biased gene conversion.
300"
To reduce false positives, we implemented a filtering process after the identification 301"
phase. The three criteria used in the filtering process are from an earlier study (Ding et al. 302" 2014b) , and are summarized from several studies (Mendez et al. 2012a , 2012b , Ding et al. 303" 2014a . The three criteria could effectively distinguish true Denisovan introgressions from 304" false positives. In specific, the first criterion (close phylogenetic relationship with Denisovan) 305" can filter out false positives from background selection. The second criterion (divergence 306" 13 time with Denisovan should postdate Denisovan -African divergence time) can filter out 307" false positives from incomplete lineage sorting, background selection, and biased gene 308" conversion. To minimize the impact of local mutation rate variation on time estimations 309" (such as accelerated mutation rate caused by GC-biased gene conversion, Galtier and 310" Duret 2007), we used local mutation rates calibrated from human -chimpanzee pairwise 311" alignment in time estimations. The third criterion (rejection of alternative model by genetic 312" length) can filter out false positives from incomplete lineage sorting. In summary, the filtering 313" phase ensures that most false positives picked up in the identification phase were excluded 314" from the final result. This is consistent with the simulation results (false positive rate 2.44% 315"
for PNG, and 6.44% for Eurasians, see next section). This performance, based on our 316" simulations, is comparable to, if not better than, previously proposed approaches.
317"
In this study, we also proposed a method to identify DIAs. The aforementioned three-318" step filtering process was also used in this method to filter out false positives. Specifically, 319" for a given candidate DIA, it will be considered as a DIA only if all haplotypes carrying the 320" allele satisfied the aforementioned three criteria (i.e., of Denisovan origin). False positives 321"
are not likely to pass this filter, since haplotypes carrying the false positives are not all of 322" Denisovan origin. This stringent filtering process ensures that false positives are minimized 323" in the final result.
324"
In summary, we used a previously proposed three-step approach to control for false 325" positives in this study. Since false positives are well controlled, we are confident that the 326" conclusions of this study are not likely be influenced by false positives. 327"
328"
Comparison with Other Methods
329"
Before this study, two methods were proposed to identify Neanderthal introgressions 330"
in Eurasian genomes (Plagnol and Wall 2006 , Sankararaman et al. 2014 , Vernot and 331" Akey 2014 . We compared our two-phase method in identifying Denisovan introgressions 332" in non-Africans proposed in this paper with the two other methods.
333"
The method proposed by Vernot and Akey (2014) aims to detect the pattern of high 334" LD between variants absent from Africans (also see Wall 2006, Wall et al. 2009 ).
335"
14 Despite both our method and the method of Vernot and Akey (2014) are based on the 336" high divergence between introgressive haplotypes and Africans, we do not investigate 337"
LD of neighboring E-alleles (i.e., variants absent from Africans). Instead, we use high E-338" allele rate as criterion to identify introgressive haplotypes in the first phase of our method.
339"
Since the method proposed here is not based on LD, the identification of an introgressive 340" haplotype in a given non-African genome is independent from the allele patterns in other 341" non-African genomes.
342"
The method proposed by Sankararaman et al. (2014) focus on alleles that are derived, not 343" observed in Africans and consistent with Neanderthal, which is an effective way to reduce 344" false positives. In the first phase of our method, however, we do not require E-alleles to 345" be derived or consistent with Denisovan. Instead, we implemented a separate filtering 346" process (i.e., the second phase) to reduce false positives. While both methods performed 347" well in false positive control (details see below), the method proposed here may have 348" the potential to detect introgressive haplotypes from unknown archaic hominins in future 349" studies, since the first phase of this method is independent from the genomes of known 350" archaic hominins.
351"
In addition to above comparisons, we also compared the performance of our method 352" with the two other methods. Since the evaluation of performance of our method in Results 353" is based on the demography of PNG (detection power = 79.74%, false positive rate = 354" 2.44%), we re-evaluated the performance of our method using the Eurasian demography 355"
here.
356"
Demographic parameters of Eurasians and archaic hominin gene flow rate we used 357"
here are same as Vernot and Akey (2014) . There are only a few small differences between 358" our simulation and the simulation in Vernot and Akey (2014) . Length of simulated Eurasian 359" sequences is 1 Mb in our simulation, and is 50 Kb in Vernot and Akey (2014) . Furthermore, 360" our definition of archaic introgressions on the simulated sequences is: (1) coalesced first 361" with archaic hominin (based on trees generated by msHOT); (2) diverged with archaic 362" hominin < 550 KYA (Prüfer et al. 2014) ; and (3) length of segments are consistent with 363"
an introgression time after 550 KYA. In Vernot and Akey (2014) , archaic introgressions 364"
were identified in trees (generated by ms) in which archaic sequence joins the tree before 365" the simulated join time (< 700 or 400 KYA).
366"
For simulated Eurasian genomes, the detection power of our method reached maximum 367" of 85.31% at λ=10, with false positive rate of 6.44% (Table 1, Supplemental Table 2 ). The 368" detection power and false positive rate reported in Vernot and Akey (2014) are ~ 30% and 369" 20%, respectively. The detection power and false positive rate reported in Sankararaman 370" et al. (2014) are 38.4% to 55.2% and < 10%, respectively. It could therefore be suggested 371" that the performance of our method is comparable to, if not better than, the two other methods.
372"
However, this comparison is preliminary, since simulation parameters and definition of true 373" archaic introgressions on simulated sequences in the three studies are not exactly identical. 374"
375"
Prospects
376"
In this paper, we proposed a two-phase method in identifying Denisovan introgressions 377" in non-Africans. This method may be applicable to other populations and other types of 378" archaic introgressions. In combination with the method in identifying archaic introgressive 379" alleles (i.e., DIA in this study) proposed in this study, it would be interesting to explore the 380" functional and evolutionary importance of Neanderthal introgressions in Eurasians. Further, 381" our two-phase method may also be applicable in identifying introgressions from unknown 382" archaic hominins, since the first phase of our method is independent from Neanderthal 383"
and Denisovan genomes. Without the existence of known archaic hominin genome, however, 384" extra caution should be excised to distinguish true archaic introgressions (from unknown 385" archaic hominins) from false positives.
386"
Material and Methods
387"
The Two-phase Method in Identifying Denisovan Introgressions 388"
In this paper, we proposed a two-phase method to identify Denisovan introgressions 389" in non-Africans. In the first (i.e., identification) phase, we identified candidate Denisovan 390" introgressions based on their high E-allele rate. In the second (i.e., filtering) phase, we 391" employed a three-step filtering process to reduce false positives. Here we describe the 392" details of this two-phase method.
393"
In the first phase, we define E-allele as follows: for two alleles on a bi-allelic SNP, if 394" an allele is absent from all African samples (507 Africans in the 1000 Genomes Project 395" Phase 3 [1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2012], and 13 Africans from Prüfer et al. 2014, 396" for details see below), but could be observed in PNG or Australian genome, this allele is 397" defined as an E-allele. E-allele rate of a given segment is calculated as the number of E-398" alleles on the segment divided by the number of polymorphic sites in the genomic region 399" of the segment. Simulations suggest that introgressive haplotypes have higher E-allele 400" rate than the rest of the non-African genomes (Supplemental Text). We thus developed 401" a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based approach with two hidden states (i.e., lower and 402" higher E-allele rate) to partition each PNG and Australian genome into segments with 403" different E-allele rates. Segments with lower E-allele rate were labeled as the first state, 404"
and segments with higher E-allele rate were labeled as the second state. To reduce noises, 405" segments with length < 10 Kb were discarded. Segments with higher E-allele rates (i.e., 406" labeled as the second state) are more likely of Denisovan origin, and will be subjected 407" to filtering by the second phase. Below we describe the HMM-based approach.
408"
For a non-African chromosome, we assumed it contains M alleles on M SNPs. F m is the E-409" allele status indicator for the m th allele. F m =1 indicates that this allele is an E-allele, while 410" F m =0 indicates that the allele is not an E-allele. We therefore transformed M alleles into 411" a string of 0 and 1s. The goal of the HMM-based approach is to partition the string into 412" N segments and label each segment with a hidden state. We solved the partitioning and 413" labeling problem with a classic Viterbi algorithm. The steps of the HMM-based approach 414" are as follows: (1) set a penalty for state transitions (λ) and an initial E-allele rate for each 415" hidden state; (2) use the Viterbi algorithm to partition the non-African chromosome and 416" label each segment with a hidden state; (3) re-estimate the E-allele rate for both hidden 417" states; (4) repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence. We set the initial E-allele rate of the first 418" state as the observed genome-wide E-allele rate of the non-African genomes, and the 419" initial E-allele rate of the second state as the observed genome-wide E-allele rate of the 420" Denisovan genome. In our search for Denisovan introgressions in PNG and Australians, 421"
the initial E-allele rates for the first and the second states were set as 0.0058 and 0.0276, 422"
respectively.
423"
Above we described the details of the first phase of the two-phase method. Here we 424" describe the details of the second (i.e., filtering) phase. We intended to reduce false positive 425" rate by implementing this filtering process. Segments identified in the first phase that have 426"
higher E-allele rate (i.e., labeled as the second state) are considered as candidates of 427" introgressive haplotypes, and are subjected to this filtering. Candidates will be considered 428"
as true Denisovan introgressive haplotypes if they satisfy all three following criteria: (1) 429" phylogenetically closest to Denisovan, among Denisovan, Neanderthal, African, and 430" chimpanzee sequences; (2) diverged with Denisovan < 550 KYA, and the divergence 431" time with Denisovan is less than the divergence time with Neanderthal; and (3) genetic 432" length > 0.01089 cM.
433"
For the first criterion, the phylogenetic trees are reconstructed using the parsimony 434" method implemented in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1989) . For the second criterion, we estimated 435" the divergence time between the candidates and Denisovan, Neanderthal and African (a 436" San individual, HGDP01029) using a maximum likelihood-based method (Mendez et al. 437" 2012a) . The mutation rates used in the time estimations are calibrated using the human 438" (GRCh37) -chimpanzee (PanTro3) pairwise alignment, assuming a human -chimpanzee 439" divergence time of 6,500 KYA. For the third criterion, the purpose is to reject the incomplete 440" lineage sorting model. Based on the incomplete lineage sorting model, the candidates 441" existed in the human gene pool before the Denisovan -African population divergence 442" (i.e., 550 KYA). Probability of persistence of a haplotype over T p years could be expressed 443"
as p=e
, where T g is time per generation (20 years), and θ is the genetic length 444" of the haplotype. When p ≤ 0.05, T p = 550,000 (based on the incomplete lineage sorting 445" model), and T g =20, the θ could be computed as ≥ 0.01089 cM. Thus, the third criterion 446" requires the candidates to be longer than 0.01089 cM to reject the incomplete lineage 447" 18 sorting model. Genetic map used in this study is from Hinch et al. (2011) . 448"
449"
Evaluation of Performance of the Two-phase Method by Simulations 450"
In Results, we evaluated the detection power and false positive rate of our two-phase 451" method by simulation, based on the demographic parameters of PNG. In Discussion, in 452"
order to compare with two other published methods, we evaluated the detection power 453"
and false positive rate of our method using the demographic parameters of Eurasians. Here 454"
we describe the details of the simulations. and Gravel et al. (2011) . Demographic parameters for PNG are from Prüfer et al. (2014) .
459"
In specific, the demographic parameters we used are as follows. Generation time was set 460" to 20 years, and mutation rate was set to 2×10 -8 per base per generation (Fu et al. 2014) .
461"
Population size (N e ) of archaic hominin after their divergence with Africans is 1,500. Before 462" between Europeans and East Asians was randomly set between 36 KYA and 50 KYA.
466"
Before the European -East Asian divergence, N e of Eurasians was set to the same as 467" N e of Europeans. Before 23 KYA, total N e of East Asians and Europeans was randomly 468" set between 4,000 and 18,353, with ratio of N e of Europeans to N e of East Asians randomly 469" set between 1 and 2.5. We require N e of Europeans less than 9,475 and N e of East Asians 470" less than 8,879 before 23 KYA. There was exponential growth in Europeans and East
471"
Asians from 23 KYA to 5,115 years ago, with N e of Europeans and East Asians increased 472" to 9,475 and 8,879, respectively. Since 5,115 years ago, there was rapid exponential 473" growth of N e in Europeans and East Asians, and the present N e of Europeans and East 474"
Asians are 512,000 and 1,370,990, respectively. For Papuans, they diverged with Eurasians 475"
at 36 KYA, and we assume that their demographic history is same as East Asians before 476" 5,115 years ago. Since 5,115 years ago, there was exponential growth in Papuans, and 477" the present N e of Papuans is 424,000 (close to Africans, Prüfer et al. 2014) . Before the 478" Eurasian divergence, migration rate between Africans and Eurasians was 1.498975×10 -4 ,
479"
i.e., 1.498975×10 -4 of Africans were new migrants from Eurasians each generation. After 480" the Eurasian divergence, the African -European, African -East Asian, and European -481" East Asian migration rates were 2.498291×10 -5 , 7.794668×10 -6 , and 3.107874×10 -5 , 482" respectively. Time of archaic hominin introgression into the ancestors of Eurasians was 483" randomly set between 55 KYA and the Eurasian divergence time, with migration rate 0.0015.
484"
This introgression continued for 500 years. Time of archaic hominin introgression into East 485"
Asians was 500 years after the Eurasian divergence, with migration rate randomly set 486" between 0.00015 and 0.0005. This introgression continued for 500 years. Time of archaic 487" introgression into Papuans was 500 years after the Papuan -East Asian divergence, with 488" migration rate of 0.0015.
489"
In our simulation, sequence length of simulated non-African genome was set to 1 Mb.
490"
Parameters for recombination hotspot and recombination rate were from Hellenthal et al. 491" (2008) . Background recombination rate was 2.325×10 -9 between two bases per generation.
492"
Number of hotspots for each sequence was randomly drawn from a Poisson distribution 493" with mean value 25 (i.e., one hotspot per 40 Kb on average). Width of each hotspot was 494" randomly set from 1 to 2 Kb. For intensity of each hotspot (i), we set log 10 (i) as random 495" value between 1 and 2.5.
496"
We performed simulations using the aforementioned parameters. In each simulation, 497"
we simulated 1,040 Africans, one archaic hominin, one East Asian, and one PNG (or 498" European, for the simulation using Eurasian demography). On the simulated non-African 499" sequences, we define simulated archaic introgressions as follows, as per the definition of 500" true archaic introgressions: (1) they coalesced first with archaic hominin from trees generated 501" by msHOT in simulation; (2) they diverged with archaic hominin later than 550 KYA, based 502" on divergence times provided by msHOT; and (3) length of the segments is consistent 503"
with an introgression time after 550 KYA (i.e., longer than 0.01089 cM, see above). We 504" repeated the simulation for 1,000 times using the PNG demography and the Eurasian 505" demography, respectively.
506"
We then employed our two-phase method to the simulated non-African genomes, with 507" 20 different λ values. The initial E-allele rates for the first and second states are the averaged 508" E-allele rates for the simulated non-African (i.e., PNG or Eurasian) and the simulated 509" archaic hominin sequences in the 1,000 simulations, respectively. For the simulated PNG 510" genomes, initial E-allele rates for the first and the second states were 0.0058 and 0.0654, 511"
respectively. For the simulated Eurasian genomes, initial E-allele rates for the first and 512" second states were 0.0044 and 0.0547, respectively. Detection power is defined as the 513"
proportion of the simulated archaic introgressions that were detected by the two-phase 514" method, and false positive rate is defined as the proportion of the segments identified by 515" the two-phase method that are not simulated archaic introgressions. We computed detection 516" power and false positive rate for each integer λ value from 1 to 25 for the simulated PNG 517" dataset, and from 1 to 15 for the simulated Eurasian dataset. 518"
519"
Data Sources 520"
After we demonstrated that our two-phase method could effectively detect Denisovan 521" introgressions in PNG by simulation and obtained an optimized λ value, we applied this 522" method to the sixteen PNG genomes and the four Australian genomes in the Simons 523"
Genome Diversity Project dataset.
524"
When identifying E-alleles, 507 African genomes in the five African populations in the 525" 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 dataset (Esan in Nigeria, Gambian in Western Divisions in 526" the Gambia, Mende in Sierra Leone, Luhya in Webuya, Kenya, and Yoruba in Ibadan, 527" Nigeria, 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2012) and 13 high-coverage African genomes 528"
from Prüfer et al. (2014, 5 Yoruba, 2 Mbuti, 2 Dinka, 2 San, 2 Mandenka) were used as 529"
Africans. In addition, we obtained high-coverage Neanderthal genome from Prüfer et al. 530" (2014) , and high-coverage Denisovan genome from Meyer et al. (2012) . We phased the 531" 13 high-coverage African genomes, the Neanderthal genome, and the Denisovan genome 532" using the SHAPEIT software (Delaneau et al. 2013) . In all of our analyses, we focused 533" on bi-allelic SNPs, and discarded tri-allelic SNPs and insertions/deletions. 534" 535"
536"
Identifying DIAs 537"
To explore the evolutionary importance of the identified Denisovan introgressions, we 538" identified alleles that were introduced by Denisovan introgressions, hereby denoted as 539"
Denisovan introgressive alleles (DIAs) . To identify DIAs, alleles that absent in Africans but 540"
carried by all Denisovan introgressive haplotypes were considered as candidate DIAs. We 541" then applied a stringent filter identical to the three-step approach used in the second phase 542" of the two-phase method to control for false positives. For a given candidate DIA, it will be 543" considered as a DIA if all haplotypes carrying the allele are of Denisovan origin, i.e., 544" satisfy the following three criteria: (1) phylogenetically closest to Denisovan, among PNG 545"
and Australian haplotypes, Neanderthal, Denisovan, chimpanzee, and African (HGDP01029, 546" a San individual); (2) diverged with Denisovan no earlier than 550 KYA; and (3) genetic 547" length < 0.01089 cM. For the first criterion, the phylogenies are reconstructed using the 548"
neighbor-joining method implemented in PHYLIP and MEGA (Tamura et al. 2013) . For 549" the second criterion, the divergence times are estimated using the method in Mendez et 550" al. (2012a) . For the third criterion, the purpose is to reject the incomplete lineage sorting 551" model. 552"
553"
Scan for Positive Selection, Annotation of DIAs and Genes
554"
We computed the standardized integrated haplotype score (iHS) for SNPs with minor 555" allele frequency more than 5% in the twenty PNG and Australian genomes using the 556"
Whole-Genome Homozygosity Analysis and Mapping Machina (Voight et al. 2006) . The 557" genetic distance is from Hinch et al. (2011) . For each DIR, the Denisovan introgression 558"
in the DIR will be considered as under positive selection if more than one (not including 559" one) of the SNPs in strong LD (r 2 ≥0.80) with the tag DIA of the DIR has standardized 560" |iHS|≥2.00, since extreme iHS values (i.e., |iHS|≥2.00) caused by positive selection are 561" usually in strong LD (Voight et al. 2006) . We further applied the EHH test (Sabeti et al. 562" 2002) and drew haplotype bifurcation graph (Gautier and Vitalis, 2012) for the SNP with 563" highest |iHS| to validate that the Denisovan introgression is the target of positive selection.
564"
We obtained annotation for the 38,877 DIAs from the Variant Effect Predictor of the 565" Ensembl Genome Browser (Flicek et al. 2014) . (A) Phylogenetic tree for PNG and Australian haplotypes, Denisovan, Neanderthal, and 588" chimpanzee sequences, reconstructed using the neighbor-joining method in MEGA 6.
589"
Polymorphic sites within chr2:"98197888-98216073 (GRCh37, shared boundary of all 590" rs117911431-T-carrying-haplotypes) were used to reconstruct the tree. Chimpanzee 591" sequence was used as root. Trivial monophyletic clusters were collapsed to simplify tree 592" presentation. Haplotypes carrying the rs117911431-T were colored in red. It was observed 593" that these haplotypes coalesced with Denisovan haplotype first, before joining the rest of 594"
haplotypes that do not carry this allele, suggesting that the rs117911431-T is a DIA. (B) 595" EHH graph of the SNP with highest |iHS| (rs372900695) in the DIR tagged by rs373805722-596"
T. The derived allele of the SNP (rs372900695-A) is also a DIA, and is in complete LD 597"
with the tag DIA (rs373805722-T) of the DIR. The haplotype homozygosity for the derived 598" allele (i.e., DIA) decays much slower than that of the ancestral allele, suggesting that the 599"
Denisovan introgression tagged by rs373805722-T is the target of positive selection. (C) 600"
Haplotype bifurcation graph of the SNP with highest |iHS| (rs372900695) in the DIR tagged 601" by rs373805722-T. The haplotype homozygosity for the derived allele (i.e., DIA) decays 602" much slower than that of the ancestral allele, which is consistent with Fig. 2B , and also 603"
suggests that the Denisovan introgression tagged by rs373805722-T is the target of positive 604" Table 1 . Detection power and false positive rate of our two-phase method (λ from 6 to 15).
610"
See Supplemental Table 2 for full table ( 
